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Kelly Pillay, director at KLI Accountants and Wealth Managers

Gone are the days of using an Excel or Google spreadsheet for budgeting.

These days smartphones do the guesswork for you, with personal finance apps designed to help save you money, track your
spending and pay off debt.

Financial experts widely agree that creating and sticking to a budget is essential to identifying where your money goes,
meeting financial goals and keeping out of debt.

There is no shortage of budgeting apps on the market, many of which are free and all of them promising to make saving
money easier.
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In a soon-to-be-published study, researchers at Scotland’s Heriot-Watt University found 13,000 people who have used
personal finance app Money Dashboard over the past eight years were able to reduce their spending significantly.

The effect was strongest for discretionary spend such as dining and drinking, and users spent on average more than $95
less that they did before.

Kelly Pillay, director at KLI Accountants and Wealth Managers, says when used properly budgeting apps are fantastic tools
because they allow you to see easily where your money goes.

“Many of my clients use budgeting apps — I’ve seen everything from basic budgeting apps that allow you to track your
spending, to accounts that will do spare change round-ups and recurring investments for you,” Ms Pillay said.

“The most important thing is you need to use it with a purpose. Why are you tracking your expenses? What is the goal?
When you use the app with purpose and you hit your target then its very clear to see value.”

Perth-based budgeting coach Matt Hern says budgeting apps won’t magically turn an overspender into a saver.

“Whilst I think a budgeting app in isolation won’t make you save money, I do use them and recommend them to my
budgeting coaching clients, but as an ancillary supporting tool for the purpose of tracking, so they’re not the main game,”
he said.

“If you want to save, it’s about compartmentalising. Your grandparents did it using jam jars or envelopes, so you need an
automated system of paying yourself first into multiple compartments which today would be bank accounts.”

He says this is where your banking app might be useful, but not a budgeting app.

Canstar’s finance expert Steve Mickenbecker agrees, saying apps are a good starting point but without a budget and savings
plan, people will never get to where they want to be.

“Budgeting apps are only as good as the person at the end of your phone. They can give you the tools to stay on top of your
finances, but you have to provide the will,” Mr Mickenbecker says.
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Users must also be satisfied that the app is secure.

“The full functionality of many apps is not available without sharing your log-ins to your accounts. This means that you
have opened up access to your money. It also usually puts you in breach of your bank’s terms and conditions, potentially
removing recourse to the bank if there is a fraud on your account,” he says.
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